[AF03h] Skyscrapers - intelligent design and construction technology

The skyscraper is seen as a symbol of modern architectural development and technology. Therefore, high-rise buildings serve as landmarks of each city, and such buildings greatly influence the city in its shape and the way it evolves. In Korea, architectural developments have led to the continuous construction of high-rise buildings. These developments can be understood as closely associated with efforts by the Korean cities to elevate them to the arena of global cities.

Coex-Lotte World Tower-Coex

Product Code AF03h

2017/09/09
4 hours
Minimum Pax 20 persons
Sightseeing

$50
/1 person

Book

Request a Quotation

List
Introduction of Tour

[Lotte World Tower]

The giant central metropolis, Lotte World Tower, with 123 floors and 555m height, featuring Seoul City, soaring 555m high into the sky, Signal as the world's best and super luxury hotel, and Prime office as the center of global business. Lotte World Tower is at the center of the best business, culture and icon top lifestyle.

Tour Itinerary

- Itinerary
  
  10:00 Pickup at Coex
  11:30-16:40 Lotte World Tower
  17:00 Arrivel at coex and Tour finish

- Date: 1P Day
- Time: 10:00-17:00 (about)

- Inclusion
  - Architecture Professional Interpreter
  - Tour Conducts
  - Admission fee
- Exclusion
  - Meal, Personal expenses

Know Before You Book

- Notice
  - Pick up at Coex
  - After booking, reservation confirmation voucher Check Required
  - Child fee: same as adult fee (child under 24 months is free)
  - lack of people, cancellation of travel, a full refund (guide three or more days prior to departure)
  - Stand by guide: Before departure 2-3days send an E-mail
  - Departure guide E-mail: departure 1day, before 12hour product reservation send an E-mail
  - Please confirm cancellation policy and charge fee

- Cancellation Policy
  - Depending on the payment system, you can cancel this month based on the settlement date, but, can’t be canceled from the next month.
  - Please make a careful decision and ask for a payment
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HANATOURITC INC. • Ceo: Park Ji Young
Address: 5F G-Tower 71, Sambong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul, Korea • Tel: +82-2-365-1500 (9:00-18:00 KST)
Fax: +82-2-6234-2308 • E-mail: hanashuttle@hanatour.com
Corporate registration number: 101-81-97302
A mail-order business registration number: 2016-SeoulJongno-0227
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Person in charge of personal information: JEONG-HWAN OH